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Here you can find the menu of Ma's Kitchen in Haymarket. At the moment, there are 12 dishes and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Ma's Kitchen:

Ma's Kitchen in Chinatown's Sussex Centre Food Court is the joint we hit when we get the itch for some really
good and shiny Chinese stir fry. We reckon it's the Malaysian/Indo influence in the cooking that gives it the extra

oomph.These guys are old pros quick and businesslike the guy at the counter even smiles sometimes. The
servings are generous and value plus. We intended to eat our way through every dish on the... read more. The
restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, and there

is free WLAN. What Justice Tillman doesn't like about Ma's Kitchen:
the man refused to serve me for no reason. I had my card in my hand, as I had just ordered, and before I even

spoke to the man who served bluntly, said: "card? no" and immediately turned around and went away. I got
money from my wallet and waited for him to return. I started to order a black bunny and he said, "only one? No."

how he rolled his eyes and left again (before I could even order the rest of our food.) we w... read more. The Ma's
Kitchen from Haymarket provides various fine seafood menus, The dishes are usually prepared fast and fresh for

you. Many visitors also especially enjoy the versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine, Besides, the creative
blend of different menus with new and partially adventurous ingredients is appreciated by the guests - a good

case of Asian Fusion.
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Main�
FILLET

�tra�
GINGER

Duc� dishe�
DUCK

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Energydrink�
WHITE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

PRAWNS

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

MUSHROOMS

MUSHROOMS

WHITE RICE

TOFU

TRAVEL

SEAFOOD

SCALLOPS
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